THE BANKER’S

PROBLEM LOAN TOOLKIT
Brought to you by Stratman Solutions

GETTING STARTED
Does your team have a strategy in place
to handle problem loans?

WHAT’S THE PROBLEM
WITH PROBLEM LOANS?

Identifying problem loans is critical but
taking action to right those loans is perhaps
even more important. Reducing exposure to
nonperforming credits is essential. Problem
loans threaten earnings and can create a cycle
that can impair performance for years, and
burn out your team.

The impact it can have on your
financial institution overall:

What’s in this guide...This handy toolkit was
designed with three tools to help you focus
on the fundamentals of building a robust loan
workout and recovery process.

• Problem loans lead to tightened underwriting

•

An easy strategy to implement early
warning checklist for problem loans

•

A guide for creating an action plan for each
troubled loan

•

Tips for leveraging your available data to
automate processes that can reduce time
and improve accuracy

• Less interest income and more asset quality
expense leads to lower earnings

• The less obvious costs like management expenses,

legal costs, and reputational risk that further erode
profits

standards, which could diminish future loan growth

• More loan officer time is used in workouts

and foreclosures which leaves less time for
developing loan growth

Together, these three tools should help
your team begin creating your
problem loan strategy.
(continued)
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TOOL 1

THE EARLY WARNING CHECKLIST
Over the years, industry experts have identified repeatable signs
of a problem loan. Take a look at the checklist below and use it
to scrutinize your portfolio. Remember, being proactive rather
than reactive is key to managing your loan quality.

Indicators of a problem loan:
Consistently delayed financial reporting
Delayed responses or avoiding communication completely
Avoiding specific questions or providing incomplete responses
Key personnel missing from meetings or excluded from important decisions
High turnover in key personnel
High turnover in accounting teams, including third party accounting and audit firms
Suspect asset sales
Missing or delayed payroll
Habitually late payments or partial payments on loans
F
 ailure to pay payroll, sales, or property taxes
Deteriorating credit scores and excessive credit checks
High use of credit cards and lines of credit
O
 verdrafts on the borrower’s operating account
Loan covenants out of compliance
Inventory turns slowing, or inventory becoming unstable
Steady decline in market share
Consistently lower growth and margins than industry peers

(continued)
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SET UP YOUR STRATEGY
Who on your team should be involved?

2

■

TOOL 2

STRATEGY GUIDE

■

Loan officer
Independent bank specialists
(e.g., Special Assets or Collection Officer)

Problem loans require action, and action
requires thoughtful strategy. It’s critical that
you have a strategy in place so that you and
your team can proactively provide guidance to
the borrower and develop a prompt internal
resolution plan for loss mitigation prevention.

information in a way that is easy for your team
to be able to navigate and get the information
needed.

Step 1: Segment Loans

Step 3: Document and Develop Solutions

The most efficient place to start is with loan
segmentation. This will allow you to identify the
inherent credit risk that exist based on a variety
of characteristics including collateral or product
type. Consider segmenting based on credit size
or industry, or on how long you perceive the
loan could have credit stress.

Armed with the latest data, you should be
able to spot credits that can be managed
through a routine action plan, and which are
more complex and may require a customized
approach. Begin by agreeing on priorities with
key stakeholders at your financial institution,
as well as understanding the level of discretion
your workout managers have in making
decisions, and when issues need to be elevated
to senior management. These decisions should
help guide the overarching strategy.

■

Once your loans are segmented, it will be easier
to prioritize the remaining work and assign
responsibility that balances the workload
appropriately with less interference with new
loan production.

Special committee

Now you can create a game plan that
is proactive, specific, and actionable for
managing each loan. You will need to have a
systematic process in place to document your
action plan, customer communication, and
follow-up process to ensure progress is being
made against your strategy. A good reporting
process allows you to measure outcomes
against your expectations.

Step 2: Fact Find
To create a strategy, you have to know the full
picture and status of any given loan. To do this,
your team should conduct a complete analysis
of the loan and borrower’s condition. Use the
Early Warning Checklist to find potential areas
of concern.
Past performance is good to know, but
knowing the current condition of the borrower
is also crucial to developing the best strategy
going forward. Request the very latest financial
and performance reports if you do not already
have them. Consider adding or modifying
loan covenants to monitor performance more
frequently.

Every financial institution has its own approach
to risk, which is why the tactics and details
of each strategy could vary depending on
those preferences. In any case, the improved
monitoring will help you make more informed
credit decisions, lead to better policy creation,
and prepare you for future losses by identifying
a reasonable loan loss provision earlier.

Take the time to compile and organize the
(continued)
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TOOL 3

LEVERAGE YOUR DATA (& MAKE IT
TIMELY) WITH AUTOMATION
Steps to take on the way to automation:

The name of the game when it comes to
righting problem loans is to know the data
and intervene quickly when it begins to show
signs of trouble. Time is of the essence, and
accurate data is important to informing
decisions. When time and accuracy are this
crucial, considering an automated tool
will free up your team to focus on strategy
and the relationship with the borrower rather
than data entry. Automation also eliminates
the possibility of human error, ensuring your
data is right on the money, day in and day out.

1. Identify and extract fundamental data.
Your file should include several areas of
essential data that will help you analyze the
loan. To see what Asset Quality Manager
utilizes, reference the excerpt below. Contact us
to receive the full spreadsheet via email.
2. Set your timeline and point person. Having
a firm start date creates a better planning
process, and having a dedicated product
champion to receive training on the program
are important for a smooth launch.
3. Confirm your notifications. Once your
data is flowing into your system, you can set
up an alert system for watch list notifications,
so you and your team are notified of emerging
concerns at your desired frequency.

PROJECT MANAGEMENT PRO TIP:
Appoint one person on your team to
coordinate gathering information, organize
files and provide weekly updates to the
team. Monthly, this type of data should be
reviewed by an Asset Liability Committee
(ALCO), and then presented to your
board on a quarterly basis so that everyone
is in-the-know on the latest loan
performance information.

(continued)

Import file example
This is an example of an import file for Asset Quality manager. Using just these data points, you can
get up and running with a collaborative and robust system to create watch lists, assess impairment,
.create action plans, and perform complex allowance calculations.

Note
Number

Borrower

Class
Code

Max Days
Past Due

Principal

Interest
Rate

Accrued
Interest

Loan
Grade

Loan
Origination Date

Net Active
Principal Balance

Previously Charged
Off Balance

Non Accrual
Code

Y
5123432

Y
John Doe

Y
1

Y
42

Y
$100,000

Y
5.25%

Y
$25.00

Y
4

Y
1/1/15

Y
$50,000

Y
$30,000

Y
2

Only 12 data points are required for proper calculation.
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Now, you’re on your way to identifying
and righting problem loans.
With the three tools laid out in this guide, your
team should have the beginnings of a strategy
that can routinely send problem loans onto
a successful path. However, these steps
are really just that: the beginning. Successful
organizations implement an unwavering,
ongoing and proactive strategy.
So remember, stay diligent. Follow your process.
And then, when that economic downturn
happens and problem loans begin popping up,
you’ll be ready.

BUILT BY BANKERS, FOR BANKERS.

Every detail. Every delinquency. Done.

Stratman Solutions has led the banking software
industry since 1996 with innovations hundreds
of financial institutions across the country rely on
to maximize efficiency.

SIGN UP FOR YOUR

TODAY!
Stratmansolutions.com/freedemo
(563) 388-2543
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